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British taxpayers have unwittingly funded a controversial new manifesto for the European Union 

which demands increased rights for illegal immigrants and a universal income for the unemployed -

whether or not they seek work. 

The 145-page manifesto also calls for a ban on tracking and greater powers for Brussels. 

The document will be distributed to MEPs and candidates in the run-up to the European Parliament 
elections in May. lt is one of dozens of 'propaganda projects' on which the EU has 'squandered' 

tens of millions of taxpayers' money. 

Last night, one Tory MP said the manifesto 'bordered on the criminal' and was nothing more than 

'propaganda to build up a European superstate'. Called European Democracy, Solidarity and 
Equality, the document was drawn up at public expense by a little-known organisation based in 

Britain called European Alternatives Ltd. lt received a £95,000 European Union grant to part-finance 

the project. 

Resistance: 'Air Time' during the Transeuropa Festival In London In October 

Blidworth5, BeiJing, Ch1na, 7 months ago 

Makes me laugh bet all these so called Maxists are from posh families, in 10 years they will be 
the opposite telling poor folk to eat 2nd hand baked beans out of Trotsky's underpants! 
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Its Utopian proposals- some verging on Marxist- were drafted by '60 citizens' panels and 12 
transnational forums' and include: 

• Increased rights for all non-EU migrants in Europe - including those who arrived illegally (the 
manifesto prefers the term 'irregular'). 

• Greater power for the European Parliament so it can enact even more legislation. 

• No more detention centres for any migrants or forced eviction of Roma people from EU 

countries . 

• An outright ban on tracking. 

• A 'universal basic income' paid to all adults, of about 60 per cent of the median national wage, 
regardless of whether they are in work. 

• Increased VAT on luxury goods to pay for increased welfare benefits. 

The project is one of dozens of campaigns and events handed almost £30 million a year by the EU 
with the aim of forging a united Europe free of national borders. 

The revelation comes amid a rising tide of 
Euroscepticism in Britain, fears of mass 

migration and the prospect of an in-out 
referendum in 2017 if the Tories win the General 

Election in 2015. 

One of the most bizarre events was the 

Transeuropa Festival, held simultaneously in 
London and 12 other cities across Europe last 

October. The London gathering was supported 
by the protest movement Occupy London, 

whose action outside St Paul's Cathedral in 
2012 attracted anarchist protesters and cost 

taxpayers £600,000 in policing and clean-up 
bills. 

The festival had a strongly anti-capitalist tone 

and included sessions on 'migrant resistance', 
the 'poverty of capitalism', 'Roma rights' and 

'workers' co-ops'. 

The four-day event received £124,000 of EU 

funds and started with a section called 'Air 
Time', which involved participants laying down 

in Parliament Square and creating an imaginary 
space 'free from government structures'. 

European Alternatives (EA), which brings 
together hundreds of political activists from 

Niccoio Mllanese whose organisation complied the 
manifesto 

across Europe, was responsible for both the festival and the manifesto. 

The organisation, whose website is funded by the EU, believes in a 'pan-European approach' to 

tackling global economic and environmental problems because individual countries have been 

rendered impotent. EA describes itself as 'a transnational membership organisation promoting 

democracy, equality and culture beyond the nation state'. 

Its website adds: 'EA does not believe that Europe can be defined in geographical or ethnic terms, 

neither by borders nor roots.' 

The not-for-profit organisation is eo-run by a Briton- Cambridge University graduate Niccolo 

Milanese, 29. The Russell Brand-lookalike, who studied philosophy at St John's College, lives in a 

detached £625,000 house in leafy Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, with his parents. 

EA is one of dozens of groups across Europe which have received substantial funding from the EU. 

Officials at a Brussels-based quango, called the Education, Audiovisual, Culture Executive Agency 
(EACEA), manages a programme called 'Europe for Citizens', funding projects to develop a greater 

sense of European identity and citizenship. 

lt is run by leading British Eurocrat Or Brian Holmes, and has spent £154 million of taxpayers' 

money over the past six years on schemes promoting migration and increasing the idea of 

European unity. 

In 2010, Eurosceptic think-tank Open Europe argued that the EACEA was of 'questionable value' 

and should be abolished. 

Last night cross-party critics described the various European campaigns as a scandalous waste of 

money. Tory MP Peter Bone said: 'My constituents will be horrified that taxpayers' money being 
ploughed into the EU is used to fund groups such as Occupy London. That's bordering on criminal. 

'Our contributions to the EU will double over this Parliament to £41 billion and to know some of that 
is being given to promote these organisations is scandalous.' 

Labour MP I an Davidson added: 'At a time of austerity, I cannot understand why Britain funds the 

EU so that it can provide propaganda for a European super-state and uncontrolled immigration.' 

Lorenzo Marsili, an EA director, said the citizens' manifesto 'is the result of a Europe-wide 

participatory process. lt does not represent the views of the organisation necessarily, but of the 

majority of the citizens who took part'. 

He added: 'A representative of Occupy London was invited to participate in one of several 

workshops run during our festival. 

'No other relationship exists and no financial exchange has taken place. We are not an 

anti-capitalist organisation.' 

Or Holmes refused to comment. 

An EU spokesman said it did not fund any of the projects in their entirety. 

Additional reporting: Nick Craven 
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Zohann, Portsmouth, United Kingdom, 7 months ago 

Calling the EU "marxist" is nonsense. lt pushed for the privatisation of public sectors. Also, the 
European parliament represents minorities in a far more democratic way than Westminster does. 
Get real, DM. 
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Dave Davies, derby, United Kingdom, 7 months ago 

I can see the paranoid UKIP m embers getting even worse now lol. 

Click to rate -0- 27 <7 209 

Old Chap, Garibbean, Grenada, 7 months ago 

A new manifesto for the European Union and no one gets to vote on it. What a wonderful world 
and what a gift for UKIP 

Click to rate -0- 208 <7 14 

patchi, Chichester, United Kingdom, 7 months ago 

Where do these people think the money for all of these Benefits are going to come from. You 
dent have to work so no jobs no jobs equals o factories equals no tax equals no money. No rich 
to squeeze until the pips squeak. 

Click to rate -0- 156 <7 8 

Old pit prop, Somewhere up north, Spain, 7 months ago 

Poor old PAYE person pays for EVERYONE and EVERYTHING,no smart accountants or stuff to 
- claim against,just pay,pay,pay!!l 

Click to rate -0- 127 <7 1 

Nigel can, cheshire, United Kingdom, 7 months ago 

Fantastic. I will be first to quit my job, Grow a beard, rant and protest at government policies, do 
not wash, have ten kids and live off honest tax payers. Sounds familiar, read the Labour 
manifesto for further details. 
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TheTinFoiiCat, Smoke-on-Stench, 7 months ago 

Remember this when it comes to voting time ... your children can starve and people can be forced 
to beg in the streets but the EU gravy train keeps on running churning out more and more 
Marxist effluent as it goes ..... 
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Blidworth5, Beijing, China, 7 months ago 

Makes me laugh bet all these so called Maxists are from posh families, in 10 years they will be 
the opposite telling poor folk to eat 2nd hand baked beans out of Trotsky's underpants! 

Click to rate -0- 128 <7 6 

Terry McCarthy, Chlang Mal, Thailand, 7 months ago 

I was born, brought up and educated in the UK. I worked, first in the RAF, and then for couple of 
airlines until 1980 when the economic disaster led the the collapse of the airline I was with. I 
moved overseas and have been an expat ever since. I have watched with with horror and 
dism ay as a once great country slides into the abyss, led by self seeking, dishonest politicians, 
bankers, industrialists and lawyers (including Judges). And now with the obvious terminal threat 
of being swamped by the failed EU, led by even worse people than our own, staring the people 
in the face, the politicians blithely carry on. Wake up UK before it's too late. 

Click to rate -0' 175 <7 5 

Nulabour-EU Despiser, Helston, United Kingdom, 7 months ago 

For this country's sake, for your grandchildren's sake, for Gods sake ............ VOTE UKIP!!I!I!!I! 

Click to rate -0- 177 <7 17 
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